
 
 

Springfield SC 
Development Academy 

 
The SSC Development Academy is aimed at giving every kid in the Springfield area an opportunity to continue to 

play soccer without having to make a full time commitment to the sport of competitive soccer.  After players experience 
the Youth Academy ages of soccer, they need to have a choice to move onto more committed and competitive soccer, 
or still maintain a development level of play and training, but with the best coaching and environment in the area.  It’s a 
chance for those that are interested in learning more about the game and deciding for themselves if they want to move 
on to the competitive levels, which they can at any point in the process.  The SSC DA is truly about giving kids a chance 
to play!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SSC has long strived for the idea to incorporate any and all players that want to learn from the top club in the 
area but haven’t because of commitment (other sports, travel, and such), economy, or time.  By establishing the SSC DA, 
we feel that is now fully possible.  The SSC philosophy will be implemented across the board, but at the level of the 
players still, allowing those that need more time to grow and develop the chance to do just that.  The SSC DA will focus 
on allowing players that want to play, but not have it be their driving force, to have that chance. 
 

To sign up for the SSC Development Academy, please register on line at www.springfieldsportsclub.com.  If you 
do not have an account with us, please register in the top right corner.  After you input your primary contact info and 
player info the option for the SSC DA will appear (on November 10 @ noon), along with any other programs that fit your 
player’s age.  Please make sure to click on the SSC DA button.  Any and all questions should be sent to 
springfieldsc@gmail.com.   

SSC Juniors 
ages 3-5 

Introductory level to soccer 

SSC Youth Academy 
ages 6-8 

Development level to soccer 

SSC Competitive 
ages 9-18 

Competitive level 

SSC Development Academy 
ages 9-18 

Recreational level 

SSC Collegiate 
ages 19-23 

Competitive level (summer only) 

http://www.springfieldsportsclub.com/
mailto:springfieldsc@gmail.com

